JOIN US!

Chris Buerger — Chair, OSM MARCOM TF

Follow OSM on Twitter @ OpensourceMANO
WE HAVE COME A LONG WAY
TO GET TO ...

Date of first OSM demo
Feb 22nd, 2016

1000+ lines of code committed per day

66 participating companies in Open Source MANO

20+ NEW downloads of Release ONE per day of since release

50 countries

Number of validated VIM plugins: 4

Number of validated SDN Controllers: 3

Number of releases since first demo: 3

Number of steps to install: 1

For more information visit OSM.ETSI.org
COMMUNITY: PEERS & INTERESTS

OSM Community (May 1st, 2017)

Vendor: 65%
Operator: 12%
Other: 11%
Academia: 5%
System Integrator: 8%

Q8 What NFV use cases/network services are you looking to orchestrate?

Responses:
- mobile core network (e.g. vIMS, vEPC, vHSS etc)
- hybrid
- PCE core
- vCPE
- VPN as, vCPE
- HAProxy deployment in Openstack
- Every case that may make sense for a CSP, we’re System integrator
- vCPE, vFirewall, vCGNAT
- virtual firewall, virtual IPS, virtual CPE
- IoT
- vIMS
- Telco cloud components (e.g. encryption, loadbalancing, vEPC)
COMMUNITY: REASONS FOR DOWNLOADING OSM

- Learning about MANO
- Lab evaluation
- Preparing for POC/trial
- Preparing for Deployment...
- Other (please state)
WHY JOIN?

Usability is often an oversight

© ETSI 2017
WHY YOU SHOULD _REALLY_ JOIN 😊

ETSI Open Source MANO announces Release TWO

Sophia Antipolis, 27 April 2017

Advanced interoperability, scalability and hybrid cloud capabilities to meet operators’ needs

Continuing to meet operators’ needs for predictable, high-quality open source MANO releases, the ETSI Open Source MANO group (ETSI OSM) today announces OSM Release TWO. This release brings significant improvements in terms of interoperability, performance, stability, security, and resources footprint to meet operators’ requirements for trials and upcoming RFx processes.

New features of Release TWO include:
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PLUG IN!

Leadership Group (LG)
Chair: FJ Ramón Salguero (Telefónica)
Vice-Chair: Andy Reid (BT)
Vice-Chair: Pål Gransund (Telenor)

End User Advisory Group (EUAG)
Chair: Andy Reid (BT)

Technical Steering Committee (TSC)
Chair: Adrian Hoban (Intel)
Member: Gerardo García de Bias (Telefónica)
Member: Mark Shuttleworth (Canonical)
Member: Matt Harper (Rift.io)
Member: Vanessa Little (VMware)

Marketing TF (MARCOM)
Chair: Chris Bueger (Intel)

User Interface MDG (UI)
MDG Lead: Kiran Kashalkar (RIFT.io)

VNF Config & Abstraction TF (VCA)
Convenor: Marco Ceppi (Canonical)

Nw Service Orchestration MDG (NSO)
MDG Lead: Rajesh Velandy (RIFT.io)

Interoperability Testing TF (IOP)
Convenor: Noel Charath (RIFT.io)

Resource Orchestration MDG (RO)
MDG Lead: Alfonso Tierno Sepúlveda (Telefónica)